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Understanding ion specific effects on the solution properties of association colloids is a major unsolved problem,
and we are studying the chemistry of gemini surfactants in the gas-phase by mass spectrometry and density
functional theory (DFT) to probe ion specific effects in the absence of water. Products from gas-phase
fragmentation chemistry of dication-monoanion pairs, M2+X-, of C16H33(CH3)2N+-(CH2)n-+N(CH3)2C16H33 ·
2X- gemini surfactants were determined by using sequential collision induced dissociation mass spectrometry.
The spacer length “n” was systematically varied (n ) 2, 3, 4, and 6) for each counterion investigated (X- )
F-, Br-, Cl-, I-, NO3

-, CF3CO2
-, and PF6

-). The M2+X- pairs fragment into monocationic products from
competing E2 and SN2 pathways that are readily quantified by tandem MS. The dominant reaction pathway
depends on dication and anion structure because it switches from E2 to SN2 with decreasing anion basicity
and increasing spacer length. For spacer lengths n ) 4 and 6, the major SN2 product shifts from attack at
methylene to methyl on the quaternary ammonium group. DFT calculations of gemini headgroup model
bolaform salts, CH3(CH3)2N+-(CH2)n-+N(CH3)2CH3 ·2X- (X- ) F-, Cl-, Br-, and I-, n ) 2-4), primarily
of activation enthalpies, ∆H‡, but also of free energies and entropies for the dication-monoanion pairs, M2+X-,
provide qualitative explanations for the MS structure-reactivity patterns. ∆H‡ values for SN2 reactions are
independent of X- type and spacer length, while E2 reactions show a significant increase in ∆H‡ with decreasing
anion basicity and a modest increase with spacer length. Comparisons with the ∆H‡ values of model
CH3CH2(CH3)3N+X- halides show that the second charge on the dicationic ion pairs does not significantly
affect ∆H‡ and that the change in distance between the nucleophile and leaving group in the ground and
transition states structures in SN2 reactions is approximately constant indicating that ∆H‡ is governed primarily
by electrostatic interactions.

Introduction

Studies of structure-reactivity relations of dimeric salts, both
anionic and cationic, and their counterions, are providing new
insight into the factors controlling ionic interactions and
chemical reactivity in the absence of solvent in the gas-phase.1

Concurrently and independently, research on gemini (twin tail/
twin headgroup or dimeric) surfactants is providing new insight
into headgroup and counterion type effects on the forces
controlling their self-assembly in aqueous solutions.2-4 Com-
bining gas phase and solution studies should eventually provide
a comprehensive understanding of ion specific effects.

Here we report the results of a combined mass spectrometry
(MS) and density functional theory (DFT) study of gemini
spacer length and specific anion effects on competing substitu-
tion and elimination reactions in the gas-phase. This research
is part of a larger project aimed at understanding ion specific
headgroup, counterion, and hydration effects on the balance of
forces controlling the self-assembly and morphological proper-
ties of gemini surfactants and their chemistry in solution.2

Specific ion effects have been widely studied since Hofmeister’s
seminal paper in 18883-10 in a variety of systems including
proteins, membranes, polyelectrolytes, and ion selective elec-
trodes. Ion specific effects play a key role in determining the
bulk properties of ionic association colloids such as micelles.
Indeed, the critical micellar concentration (cmc),11 Krafft
temperature,11-13 fractional charge of the micellar surface
(ionization degree, R),11,13,14 number of surfactant monomers
per micelle (aggregation number),15 and the phase separation
temperature (cloud point)16 all depend on headgroup structure,
counterion type, and concentration. However, consensus is still
absent on the mechanism by which specific ions exert their
influence.3
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Gemini surfactants assemble spontaneously in aqueous solu-
tion into a variety of aggregate structures, for example, spherical,
rodlike, lamellar, ribbons, and vesicular aggregates17 that depend
on the lengths of the hydrocarbon tails and headgroup
structure.18,19 Specific counterions have been used to induce
morphological transitions (sphere-to-rod;20 submicrometric vesicle-
to-giant liposome;21 and vesicle-to-micelle22) and to tune
supramolecular morphologies (chiral structures from chiral
counterions23).

Organic reactions in the gas-phase have been extensively
reviewed,1,24-26 as have competitive fragmentation pathways.27-32

Tertiary amine leaving groups in a family of alkanediyl-R,ω-
bis(dimethylalkylammonium dianions) surfactants (gemini) and
bis(trimethyl)-R,ω-alkanediammonium salts (also called bo-
laform salts, as in an Argentinean gaucho’s bola), Scheme 1,
have been used to investigate SN2 and E2 reaction mechanisms
in the gas phase27,33-37 and in solution.38,39 The gas-phase
chemistry of dication-monoanion pairs, M2+X-, is of particular
interest because the fragmentations of these ion pairs are
unimolecular analogs of competing bimolecular nucleophilic
substitution, SN2, and elimination, E2, reactions, and we will
refer to these unimolecular fragmentations as such. The ion pairs
fragment relatively easily, and the product distributions permit
comparison of dication structure and anion type effects on
competing nucleophilic substitution and elimination pathways
from a single complex. Our MS experiments are similar to
Gronert’s “ionic platform approach”28 except that our reactants
are of the opposite polarity; our nucleophiles are monoanions
and the electrophiles are dications. Both pathways lead to
monocationic quaternary ammonium products that are observ-
able by mass spectrometry (see Schemes 2 and 3 in Results).
Gemini fragmentations as a function of changing spacer type
and aliphatic chain lengths,35,36 or/and counterion type (Br-,
I-, Cl- and AcO-)40 have been also reported, but these results
have not been compared with calculated activation enthalpies.

Here we report competitive product yields from the gas-phase
fragmentation of dication-monoanion pairs, M2+X-, obtained
from R-n-R 2X (R ) 16) salts, Scheme 1, using combinations
of spacer lengths and counteranion types. The number of
methylenes varied between n ) 2 and 6 and the counteranions
cover a significant range of basicities and nucleophilicities.
Tandem mass spectrometry was used to isolate and fragment
the M2+X- pairs. The internal energy was increased by collision-
induced dissociation (CID)41 in an ion trap mass spectrometer.42

The energy resolved mass spectrometry (ERMS) method was
used to sequentially increase the energy and record the disap-
pearance of M2+X- along with the appearance of the resulting
products as a function of increasing energy. DFT calculations
were used to estimate the enthalpies, free energies, and entropies
of activation for bolaform salts, which are models for the gemini
headgroups, and halide counterions (Scheme 1, R ) 1, n )
2-4, X- ) F-, Cl-, Br-, I-). Although the double-well potential
energy surface introduced by Brauman43 is the standard for
interpreting gas-phase reactions, because the M2+X- pairs are
much more stable than the free ions, our DFT calculations are
focused on the relative energies of the ion pairs as ground-state
structures and their corresponding SN2 and E2 (syn and anti)
transition structures.

Experimental Section

Synthesis. 16-n-16 2X, X ) Br, gemini surfactants were
synthesized and recrystallized as previously reported.44 16-n-
16 2X surfactants with other counterions were prepared from
the bromide salts by two different methods depending on
counterion type. All other reagents were of the highest purity
available and used without further purification.

Preparation of Gemini with F-and CH3CO2
- (Ac-) Coun-

terions. 16-n-16 2Ac, which is used as an intermediate in the
preparations of gemini with other counterions (see below), and
16-n-16 2F were synthesized from their respective silver salts.
In a typical procedure, 16-n-16 2Br (1 g) was dissolved in 30
mL MeOH and stirred with 2.2 mol equivalents of AgAc or
AgF for 15 min. The black precipitate of AgBr was removed
by filtration through Celite and the MeOH was removed by using
a rotoevaporator. The remaining white powder was recrystallized
by dissolution in a small amount of MeOH and precipitation
with acetone for 16-n-16 2Ac and diethyl ether for 16-n-16 2F.
Yields exceeded 90%.

Surfactant purity was checked by a general procedure. AgAc
was added to the gemini dissolved in MeOH. If a black
precipitate indicating the presence of Br- was observed, a small
amount of AgAc or AgF was added, and the filtration and
isolation procedure described above was repeated. Excess AgF
and AgAc were removed by filtration through Celite. We note
that 16-n-16 2F is prone to fragmentation (see below), particu-
larly 16-2-16 2F, which started decomposing during synthesis.
This problem prevented determining product yields by MS with
spacer lengths 2 and 3 for F- counterions.

Preparation of Gemini with X- ) Cl-, NO3
-, PF6

-,
CF3CO2

-, and I- Counterions. In a typical procedure, 16-n-
16 2Ac (100 mg) was dissolved in 15 mL of MeOH, 2.2
equivalents of HX, the acid carrying the needed surfactant
counterion, was added, and the solution was stirred for 15 min
while the MeOH and acetic acid were removed by using a
rotoevaporator. 16-n-16 2X was dissolved in a small amount
of MeOH (ca. 1 mL) then precipitated by the addition of acetone
or diethyl ether. The remaining excess HX was removed during
filtration. The sample was washed several times with the
precipitating solvent to ensure that surfactants contained no
remaining acid. Yields were at least 85%. The signal for the
acetate methyl group, δ ) 1.9 ppm, was absent in the 1H NMR
spectra of each surfactant showing that at least 95% of the Ac-

was replaced.
Mass Spectrometry. Experiments were performed on an

LCQ Advantage ion trap mass spectrometer (ThermoFinnigan,
San Jose, CA) fitted with an orthogonal electrospray ionization
(ESI) source. Room temperature was kept constant at 295 ( 1
K; ambient temperature inside the instrument was measured at
300.0 ( 0.7 K, close to the value reported for the same
instrument setup used by Gabelica and others.45-47 In addition,
as described below, by reporting MS product yields as function
of normalized collision energies, %NCE, the reactions of all
ions are normalized to the same effective temperature in the
MS experiments because %NCE includes an empirical correc-
tion for the m/z dependence of the fragmentation efficiency and
because all the ions have essentially the same dependence of
the effective temperature on the activation amplitude.45 Finally,
all MS experimental parameters were carefully kept constant
to ensure minimum temperature variation (see below).

Spectra were obtained in positive ion mode over the
150-2000 m/z range with a number of parameters held constant:
the spray voltage at 4.5 kV; the capillary temperature at 130
°C at a capillary voltage of 10 V; a tube lens offset of 0 V; a

SCHEME 1
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constant flow rate of N2 for ion desolvation; solvent composi-
tion; and a flow rate of 300 µL/h for sample infusion using a
syringe pump (Kd Scientific, Holliston, MA). Tandem mass
spectrometry was performed in the ion trap by collision induced
dissociation (CID) with helium gas buffer at 0.1 Pa.41

In all ERMS experiments, a 6 Th (m/z) isolation width was
used for precursor ions, M2+X-, and the qz value was constant
at 0.25. Precursor ions were activated with increasing percent-
ages of normalized collision energy (%NCE). %NCE is an
experimental correction of the m/z dependence of fragmentation
efficiency.45,48

where Vpp (in volts) is the peak-to-peak amplitude of the
effective voltage applied to the end-cap electrode during
resonance excitation.

Data acquisition was achieved in 140 steps of 0.2%NCE for
30 ms each. Two microscans of 200 msec were used per scan.
Xcalibur, version 1.5 (ThermoFinnigan), was used for data
acquisition. Precursor ions were isolated and monitored using
their exact masses. The raw ion current (ICraw) was normalized
by dividing the measured ion current by the pseudo total ion
current that was the sum of the ion currents of the 6 major ions
that are identified products from the fragmentation reactions.49

Data Analysis. Each ERMS experiment for a particular
gemini was run in triplicate with very small average variation
for the three data sets (∼0.01%). Each data set was fitted using
a Boltzmann sigmoidal function49 available in Microcal Origin
(Microcal Software, Inc. Northampton, MA) to give plots of
the relative abundance of the precursor complex (M2+X-) versus
applied %NCE. The fits of the three data sets were averaged
and used to obtain the %NCE at which half of the M2+X- pair
had fragmented to products: %CE50. Prior control experiment

on the LCQ Advantage MS showed that %CE50 values do not
change significantly, ca. 1%, over many days. Therefore, we
did not use a correction factor for long-term variations of %CE50.
However, the %CE50 values were corrected for the degrees-of-
freedom of the M2+X- pair.50 Data sets for the relative
abundance of E2 and SN2 products versus %NCE were
smoothed using FFT-filtering available in Microcal Origin over
20 data points. The yields of product ions at %CE0, that is, at
complete fragmentation of the M2+X- precursor complex, were
determined graphically, averaging relative peak intensity above
a certain %NCE in the plateau region or in a few cases, where
the highest relative abundance is obtained (see Figure 2 in
Results).

Computational Methodology. All structures were fully
optimized by analytical gradient methods using the Gaussian03
suite51 and DFT calculations at the 6-31+G(d) level, the
exchange functional of Becke52,53 and the correlation functional
of Lee, Yang, and Parr.54 For calculations with Br- and I-, we
used LANL2DZ effective core potentials.55 Because the effects
of addition of diffuse s, p functions and d polarization functions
to LANL2DZ effective core potentials were relatively small (1.5
kcal/mol), we chose not to use these extra basis functions.56

Vibrational analyses established the nature of all stationary
points as either energy minima (no imaginary frequencies) or
first order saddle points (one imaginary frequency). Animation
of the imaginary frequencies for the various reaction types
confirmed the nature, that is, substitution versus elimination,
of the computed transition structures. The expected products
from the substitution and elimination reactions of the fluoro
system with spacer ) 2 were confirmed by intrinsic reaction
coordinate calculations. Reported enthalpy and free energy data
have been corrected for zero point energy and thermal effects
at 298.15 K. No attempts were made to study the systems with
n ) 6 or with PF6

-, CF3CO2
-, and NO3

- ions due to expected
computer and other limitations, for example, the significant
convergence problems that we encountered with initial attempts
with NO3

- ions.
Starting geometries for the lowest energy ground structures

of the free bolaform dications were assumed to have conforma-
tions with all-trans methylene chains. This maintained the two
positive centers at maximum separation and kept the repulsive
forces at a minimum. Different conformations of the 1-n-12+X-

SCHEME 2: SN2 Reaction Products

SCHEME 3: E2 Reaction Products from Both Syn and Anti Pathwaysa

a Cationic product from pathway e is equivalent to that from pathway c in Scheme 2.

%NCE ) Vpp × 30
[0.4 + 0.002(m/z)]

(1)

ICfinal ) ICraw

∑
i)1

6

ICi

(2)
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cation pairs were explored to locate global minima. Ultimately,
the lowest energy structures placed the anions centered between
the two trimethylammoniun groups, thus optimizing electrostatic
interactions. Initial transition structures for E2 and SN2 reactions
were optimized with minimal structural changes from lowest
energy M2+X- pair.

The importance of basis set superposition errors (BSSE) was
evaluated by using the counterpoise method57 for the ion pairs
and the three reaction types: syn- and anti-E2 eliminations and
SN2 substitutions. We found that corrections were small for the
∆H‡ values of the fragmentation reactions, typically <1 kcal
mol-1. However, the corrections for ion-pair formation were
more significant for Br- and I- and the BSSE corrected values
for all complexes are reported in Table 2 (see Results).

E2 and SN2 reactions for ethyltrimethylammonium halides,
M+X-, pairs were optimized at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level
to assess the effects of the second charged center on these
reactions. The reactivity trends were accurately reproduced with
a few minor exceptions. Use of a larger basis set, B3LYP/6-
311+G(d), had a relatively minor effect on the results, <1 kcal/
mol. The significance of electron correlation effects was checked
by comparison of these DFT results with MP2/6-31+G(d)
calculations on the SN2 and E2 reactions of the related M+X-

pairs. Although the computed DFT activation enthalpies of these
reactions are significantly smaller than the MP2 energies,
numerical trends of enthalpies of activation, ∆H‡, for both the
SN2 and E2 reactions are essentially the same for all M+X-

pairs (see Table S5 of the Supporting Information). Expansion
of the basis set for the fluoro M+X- and iodo M+X– pairs to
MP2/6-311+G(d) had virtually no effect (<0.4 kcal/mol) on the
energetics of the elimination and substitution reactions.

Results

ESI-MS spectra of 16-n-16 2X surfactants in the positive
mode (ESI+) give signals for both the gemini dication M2+

and the gemini pair M2+X-. Figure 1A shows a typical spectrum
obtained for the 16-6-162+CF3CO2

- pair from a methanolic
solution of the 16-6-162+2CF3CO2

- salt. In the tandem MS
experiments, M2+X- ions were isolated in the ion trap by their
m/z ratio.

Figure 1. (A) ESI+ mass spectrum of 16-6-16 2CF3CO2. The peaks
at m/z ) 311.3 and at m/z ) 735.7 are, respectively, the masses of the
M2+ and M2+X-. The red box shows the isolation of the M2+X- peak
in (B) for MS/MS at CE100. (C) Products from fragmentation of 16-
6-16 2CF3CO2 upon MS/MS of M2+X- at CE50 and (D) at CE0.

TABLE 1: Measured and Normalized Yields for Competing
SN2 and E2 Pathwaysa

X- n
Meas
%A

Meas
%B

Meas
%D

Norm %(A + B)b

SN2 Products
Norm %Dc

E2 Product

F- 4 0 0 100 0 100
6 0 0 100 0 100

Cl- 2 20.4 0 79.6 20.4 79.6
3 13.4 0 86.6 13.4 86.6
4 96.4 0 3.6 96.4 3.6
6 40.3 49.7 0 100 0

Br- 2 77.3 6.7 10.3 89.0 11.0
3 66.4 15.6 14.1 85.3 14.7
4 86.8 4.3 0.2 99.8 0.2
6 30.2 61.9 0.2 99.8 0.2

I- 2 78.7 14 0 100 0
3 87.8 10.1 0.1 99.9 0.1
4 94.0 5.1 0.2 99.8 0.2
6 33.7 60.8 0 100 0

CF3CO2
- 2 0.1 3.1 96.2 3.2 96.8

3 0.3 0.9 98.7 1.2 98.8
4 52.2 1.1 40.5 56.8 43.2
6 11.1 34.3 50.5 47.3 52.7

NO3
- 2 0.4 1.3 97.7 1.7 98.3

3 0.2 0.5 99.2 0.7 99.3
4 57.8 1.0 40.2 59.4 40.6
6 18.2 60.8 5.3 93.7 6.29

PF6
- 2 0 0 100 0 100

3 0.2 0 99.8 0 99.8
4 0 0 100 0 100
6 0 0 100 0 100

a Yields of summed SN2 Products %(A + B) and the yield of the
E2 %D are normalized. b Norm %(A + B) ) 100×(Meas %A +
Meas %B)/(Meas %A + Meas %B + Meas %D). c Norm %D )
100×(Meas %D)/(Meas %A + Meas %B + Meas %D).

Figure 2. Plot of relative ionic species abundances (rel abundance
(%)) against the percent normalized collision energy (%NCE) for
breakdown curve (150 data points, only 15 shown for clarity) of 16-
6-16 CF3CO2 (M2+X-) fitted with a Boltzmann sigmoidal function.
Curves for SN2 (A and B) and E2 (D) products were fitted to aid the
eye (140 points, 15 shown). Product yields were obtained graphically
at %CE0 from the plateau. Note: the curve labeled C/E could be
attributed to either SN2 (C) or E2 (E) products (see text).
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Schemes 2 and 3 show the multiple reaction pathways for
formation of products from fragmentation of a single M2+X-

pair by competing SN2 and E2 reactions, respectively, that
appear in Figure 1C,D. The intensities of the A, B, and D peaks
at CE0 in Figure 1D were averaged with peak intensities for
these products from two additional MS experiments to calculate
the product yields in Table 1 below. Unlabeled peaks are from
impurities from the solvent and appear in many of the mass
spectra for the salts. The color scheme for the reaction pathways
and products identifiable by MS is used throughout the text to
aid in identifying products from the various fragmentation
pathways.

Reactions with the methylenes on the hexadecyl chain
generally gave only small yields, for example, peak C, in Figure
1D; therefore, our primary focus is on SN2 and E2 reactions
with the methylenes adjacent to the two quaternary ammonium
nitrogens and the nitrogen methyls. The structure of and notation
for the gemini surfactants and bolaform salts in all Schemes
are based on using subscript “n” to indicate the number of
methylenes in the spacer between the two quaternary ammonium
nitrogens. No signals were observed for M2+ in the ERMS
experiments indicating that the M2+X- pairs only fragment and
do not dissociate via M2+X-fM2+ + X-. This is not surprising
given that the calculated ∆H‡ values for ion-pair fragmentation
are on the order of +10 to +30 kcal mol-1, whereas the
calculated enthalpies for the breakup of ion pairs, the reverse
of ion-pair formation (see Table 2), range from about +140 to
+200 kcal mol-1.

In the ERMS experiments, the kinetic energy of M2+X- was
increased in the trap by resonant excitation of the ion pair using
helium as the buffer gas with gradually increasing collision
energy at constant temperature and the peak intensities of the
M2+X- pair and product ions are obtained for each step of
energy. Typical MS/MS spectra are shown in Figure 1, spectra
B, C, and D, for three different collision energies: CE100 (100%
of the precursor ion, M2+X-), CE50 (50%), and CE0 (0%),
respectively.

Relative abundances versus %NCE were obtained for each
spacer length and anion of the 16-n-162+X- pair, Scheme 1,
from CE100 to CE0. Figure 2 illustrates the results for the 16-
6-162+CF3CO2

- pair. Product ratios are obtained from the
relative abundances in each spectrum compared to that at CE0

and the effect of spacer length and anion type on the yields of
SN2 and E2 products are presented below. The relative
abundances at each spacer length and anion type for all 22
ERMS experiments are compiled as normalized percent yields
in the Supporting Information, Table S2.

Fragmentation Energy of the Precursor Ion M2+X-. Figure
3 compares %NCE values of the precursor ions at CE50 for
increasing spacer length and for different X-. F- has the lowest
and PF6

- the highest CE50, consistent with their gas-phase
enthalpies of ionization, ∆Hacid°, of their conjugate acids (see
Supporting Information, Table S4). The CE50 values for Cl-,
Br-, I-, CF3CO2

-, and NO3
- are similar, and they form two

plateaux, each with a significant jump in value between spacer

lengths n ) 3 and 4. For some of these ions, this increase is
consistent with the large shifts in product yields from the E2 to
SN2 pathway (see below). The results for F- are complex. The
M2+F- pairs at n ) 4 and 6 fragment at very low CE50 and
even M2+F- pairs for n ) 2 and 3 could not be isolated. Only
signals for E2 products (D) were observed in ESI-MS experi-
ment, probably because they decomposed in solution (n ) 2)
or between the spray and ion trap (n ) 3).

Competing E2 and SN2 Reactions. Table 1 lists the
measured yields for SN2 products, A and B, the E2 product, D,
and the normalized percent yield of the sum of products A +
B and of D (see Table 1 footnotes for method of calculation).
The total yields from these three pathways are assumed to be
100% for all dication spacer lengths and anions. We did not
include products from pathways c + e in the interpretation of
the results because the total yields are small and we could not
distinguish between products from the SN2 (pathway c, Scheme
2) and E2 (pathway e, Scheme 3) reactions occurring on the
hexadecyl chains of the gemini surfactants. The cationic products
from these two reactions are identical and the uncharged
products cannot be identified by MS. The total yields of products
from pathways c and e are usually small (average 3.2% for all
22 ERMS experiments).

Figure 4A,B summarizes the normalized percent yields from
the sum of substitution products from pathways a and b (SN2),
and elimination products from pathway d (E2) (last two columns
in Table 1). I- only gives products from SN2 reactions at all
spacer lengths. The Cl-, Br-, NO3

-, and CF3CO2
- anions give

both SN2 and E2 products depending on spacer length, and
overall the yields of E2 products decrease while SN2 products
increase with increasing spacer length for these ions. PF6

- and
F- give only E2 products. Table 1 also shows that yields from
the competing SN2 reaction at methyl (SN2 product B) are
generally small, except for n ) 6.

Taken together, several trends are apparent in product yields
(Table 1 and Figure 4A,B) and in the CE50 values (Figure 3)
for all the anions except F- and PF6

-: (a) as the spacer length
increases from 2 to 6, the dominant reaction switches from E2
to SN2; (b) the CE50 values jump between spacer lengths 3 and
4; (c) the Cl-, CF3CO2

-, and NO3
- anions show the biggest

TABLE 2: BSSE Corrected Enthalpies (∆H, kcal mol-1) and Free Energies (∆G, kcal mol-1) of Ion Pair formation for M2+X-a

anionf cationV

F- Cl- Br- I-

∆H ∆G ∆H ∆G ∆H ∆G ∆H ∆G

2 -195.6 -185.9 -167.5 -158.0 -159.7 -150.8 -151.7 -142.6
3 -187.6 -177.7 -160.5 -151.8 -153.1 -144.6 -146.1 -137.8
4 -181.5 -170.0 -152.9 -143.7 -156.4 -147.0 -138.0 -129.1

a Corrected for zero point energy and thermal effects at 298.15 K.

Figure 3. Normalized collision energy at CE50 as a function of spacer
length and counterion type. Lines are drawn to aid the eye.
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shift from E2 to SN2 products between n ) 3 and 4, while I-

and Br- form SN2 products almost exclusively; and (d) in
general the yields from substitution on methyl for n ) 2-4 are
small, but when n ) 6, attack on methyl tends to become the
dominant product. F- is the strongest base and has the lowest
CE50 and gives only E2 products, consistent with the trends
shown by the other anions. PF6

- is the weakest base, which is
consistent with it having the highest CE50, but it only gives E2
products. We suspect that the PF6

- reacts by a different
mechanism (see Supporting Information).

DFT Calculations: The Halide Ions. Scheme 4 summarizes
relative energy changes that were obtained by DFT calculations
in the gas-phase for the formation of the ground-state M2+X-

structures of the 1-n-1 2X bolaform ion pairs and for the
competing reactions leading to the transition structures for the
SN2 (pathway a) and the syn- and anti-E2 (pathway d) reactions.
DFT calculations were also carried out for the same reactions
for the M+X- pairs (M ) ethyltrimethylammonium, X- ) F-,
Cl-, Br- and I-) to probe the effect of the second quaternary
ammonium cation on the activation enthalpies of the M2+X-

pairs. The overall energy changes and mechanisms for the
related reactions of M+X-, that is, syn-E2, anti-E2 eliminations,
and SN2 substitutions are analogous to those for M2+X-, Scheme
4. Tables 2-4 summarize the DFT calculation results. Table 2
lists enthalpies (∆H) and free energies (∆G) for formation of
ion pairs. As the spacer length becomes longer and as the halide
ion becomes larger and less basic, the complexes tend to become
less stable, that is, ∆H and ∆G become less negative. However,
∆H values for the formation of the M2+Cl- and M2+Br- pairs
are similar and differ by only about 5-8 kcal mol-1; with spacer
lengths 2 and 3, M2+Cl- is more stable with the more negative
∆H and ∆G, and at spacer length 4, M2+Br- is more stable.
Note that the ∆G values of these ground-state structures are
generally about 8-10 kcal mol-1 less negative than the ∆H
values.

The DFT calculated enthalpies of activation, ∆H‡, values for
SN2 and E2 (syn and anti) pathways for M2+X- are listed in
Table 3, and ∆H and ∆H‡ values for the M+X- pairs are in
Table 4. Figure 5 is a graphical summary of the ∆H‡ results
for easier visualization of the trends. The ∆H‡ values for the
syn- and anti-E2 reactions are numerically similar, although
typically the anti ∆H‡ values are lower, except for 1-2-12+F-,
differing in energy from the syn values by about 0-3 kcal
mol-1. When the anti-E2 ∆H‡ values (except for the 1-2-12+F-

pair) are compared with the ∆H‡ values for SN2 reactions,
several trends are evident. The ∆H‡ values for SN2 reactions
are virtually independent of spacer length and anion type (see
Figure 5). The average value is 20.4 kcal mol-1 (12 ∆H‡ values)
and the standard deviation is 0.65 kcal mol-1. The ∆H‡ values
for the E2 eliminations, to the contrary, increase significantly
with decreasing anion basicity (see Supporting Information)
from a minimum of 12.1 kcal mol-1 for 1-2-12+F- (syn-E2 ∆H‡

value) to a maximum of 31.8 kcal mol-1 for 1-4-12+I-, an
increase of 19.7 kcal mol-1. The E2 ∆H‡ values for Cl-, Br-,
and I- are greater than those for SN2, Figure 5. ∆H‡ values for
E2 reactions also depend on spacer length. As n increases from
2 to 4, ∆H‡ increases about 3-5 kcal mol-1 for Cl-, Br- and
I-, and about 10 kcal mol-1 for F-. ∆H‡ for the E2 reaction of
F- is less than that of its SN2 reaction by up to 10 kcal mol-1

at n ) 2, 3, but at n ) 4, ∆H‡ is about the same for both SN2
and E2. The ∆H‡ for the M+X- pairs fall in the middle of the
curves for the M2+X-.

The ∆H and ∆H‡ for M+X- pairs summarized in Table 4
were obtained to evaluate the effect of the second charge on
the calculated ∆H and ∆H‡ values of the bolaforms. The ∆H
values for each X- are about 55-60% smaller than that for the
same X- for the gemini listed in Table 3 at all three spacer
lengths, that is, adding a second positive charge makes the
ground-state ion-pair structure almost twice as stable. The ∆H‡

values for SN2 reactions of M+X- pairs are similar in value to
those for M2+X- pairs but decrease slightly (ca. 2 kcal mol-1)
with increasing X- size (see open triangles in Figure 5). The
average enthalpies for the M+X- pairs are ∆H‡ ) 21.1 ( 1.0
(4 values) which are in good agreement with the average value
of ∆H‡ ) 20.4 ( 0.65 for the M2+X- pairs noted above. The
∆H‡ values for E2 reactions of M+X- pairs increase with
the decreasing basicity of X- and are numerically similar to
those for the E2 reactions of the M2+X- pairs in Table 3 (see
solid diamonds in Figure 5). Note that ∆H‡ values for the E2
reaction of F-, whose basicity is significantly greater, are
significantly lower than the relatively similar ∆H‡ values and
basicities for Cl-, Br-, and I- in the E2 reaction. The same
pattern is observed in their gas phase ionization energies
(Supporting Information, Table S4). Finally, the ∆H‡ values
for syn elimination of M+F- pairs, for example, 1-2-12+F-, are
significantly lower than that for anti, while for the other three
halide ions they are essentially the same as they are for the
M2+X- pairs in Table 3. These calculations show that second
charge on the dication has little effect on activation energies
and that the ground structure and transition structure interactions
are governed primarily by electrostatics and anion basicity (see
Discussion). Note that ∆H‡ value for the SN2 reaction at the
methyl group by I- is only about 2 kcal mol-1 less the reaction
at methylene. We assume that the differences for the other halide
ions will be similar.

Discussion

Scheme 5 is a compact visual summary of the two basic
structure-reactivity trends for the competing SN2 and E2

Figure 4. Normalized percent yields versus spacer length, n, for each
counterion: (A) SN2 products (A + B), and (B) E2 product D. Data
taken from Table 1, columns 6 and 7. Lines are drawn to aid the eye.
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reactions with anion type and spacer length found from the MS
experiments with the gemini surfactants, 16-n-16 2X, n ) 2-6,
X- ) F-, Cl-, Br-, I-, CF3CO2

-, NO3
-, and PF6

-, and from
DFT calculations for the bolaform salts, 1-n-1 2X, n ) 2-4,
X- ) F-, Cl-, Br-, and I-: (a) increasing the number of
methylenes in the spacer shifts the reaction from E2 (syn or
anti) to SN2 (reaction on methyl or methylene) products; and
(b) increasing anion basicity shifts the reaction toward the
elimination pathways (anti or syn). These trends do not correlate
with the calculated enthalpies and free energies of M2+X- pair
formation. For the halide ions listed in Table 2, ∆H and ∆G
decrease steadily from 1-2-12+F- to 1-4-12+I- by about 60 kcal
mol-1 with increasing spacer length and decreasing anion
basicity. A similar anion basicity dependence is observed for
the monocations in Table 4. The estimated values of T∆S for
formation of an M2+X- pair structure, Table 2, range from -8
to -10 kcal mol-1, which is a significant change in T∆S, but
only about 5-8% of the change in ∆H. Consequently, for
individual ion pairs, entropy loss makes only a small contribu-

tion to ∆G of pair formation and does not affect the calculated
trends in ∆H (and ∆G).

The DFT calculated ∆H‡ values listed in Table 3 for the
M2+X- pairs, in Table 4 for the M+X- pairs, and shown
graphically in Figure 5 provide insight into the dependence of
the transition from E2 to SN2 products listed in Table 1 on
structures of the ion pairs. (a) ∆H‡ values for the E2 reaction
increase significantly with decreasing X- basicity and increase
modestly with spacer length. (b) The ∆H‡ values for the SN2
reaction, to the contrary, are virtually independent of anion
basicity. This result stands in stark contrast to nucleophile

SCHEME 4: Competing SN2 and E2 Pathways Showing the Transitions from the Free Ions to the Ground Structure
Ion-pair, M2+X-, to the syn- and anti-E2 and SN2 Transition Structuresa

a Notation for the number of spacer methylenes is as in Schemes 2 and 3.

TABLE 3: Activation Enthalpies (∆H‡, kcal mol-1) for E2
and SN2 Reactions of M2+X-. Corrected for Zero Point
Energy and Thermal Effects at 298.15 K

spacer length

2 3 4

E2 SN2 E2 SN2 E2 SN2

halide/RX syn anti syn anti syn anti

F- 12.1 15.4 18.7 15.3 11.4 20.6 23.0 21.2 20.4
Cl- 24.2 24.1 21.1 25.1 23.7 21.1 30.4 28.0 20.4
Br- 28.9 28.4 20.4 32.3 30.4 20.8 33.7 31.8 20.6
I- 28.2 27.3 19.8 35.6 30.4 20.6 33.6 31.8 20.2

TABLE 4: Enthalpies of Ion Pair Formation (∆H, kcal
mol-1) for Halide Pairs, M+X-, and Activation Enthalpies
(∆H‡, kcal mol-1) for the Reactions of X- with
Ethyltrimethylammonium Halides, M+X-: SN2 (on
CH3CH2N(Me)3

+ and syn- and anti-E2 Eliminations (on
CH3CH2N(Me)3

+). Corrected for Zero Point Energy and
Thermal Effects at 298.15 K

anionf F- Cl- Br- I-

cationV ∆H ∆H ∆H ∆H

M+X- -111.4 -90.5 -87.0 -81.0

M+X- ∆H‡ ∆H‡ ∆H‡ ∆H‡

E2 syn 15.6 26.5 29.3 29.9
E2 anti 21.0 27.3 29.3 29.1
SN2 22.6 21.5 20.3 19.9 (17.4a)

a Reaction at CH3CH2N(CH3)3
+.

Figure 5. ∆H‡ values versus halide ion type for the SN2 and E2
reactions of the bolaform, M2+X- (solid lines), and ethyltrimethylam-
monium halide, M+X-, pairs (dashed lines) for spacer lengths n ) 2-4;
see legend. Data are in Tables 3 and 4. Lines are drawn to aid the eye.
∆Hacid° is the gas phase enthalpy of ionization of the halo acids (see
Supporting Information).

SCHEME 5: Dependence of E2 and SN2 Pathways on
Counterion Type, X-, and Spacer Length: Gemini (R )
C16H33, n ) 2-6), Bolaform (R ) CH3, n ) 2-4)
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reactivity orders in solution that are strongly dependent on
solvent polarity. For example, acetone, which induces ion pairing
of anionic nucleophiles with neutral organic substrates, reverses
the nucleophilicity order found in polar, protic solvents: I- >
Br- > Cl-.38,58,59 Gronert and Fong found similar ∆H‡ values
for the SN2 reaction of isobutyltrimethylammonium with acetate
ion in the gas phase at the HF/6-31+G* and MP2/6-31+G(d)
levels.60 The ∆H‡ values for E2 reaction of these ions are larger
than those for SN2, as they are for reactions of methoxide ion
with �-halo substituted ethyl bromides.61 (c) The calculated ∆H‡

values for the SN2 and E2 reactions are qualitatively consistent
with the observed E2 and SN2 product yields for the halide ions
in Table 1; F- gives primarily E2 products and Br- and I- give
predominately or completely SN2 products (Table 1). (d) Finally,
while the second cation strongly stabilizes the M2+X- pairs
compared to the M+X- pairs (Tables 2 and 4) the presence of
the second cation has almost no effect on ∆H‡ for reaction of
the M2+X- and M+X- pairs (see Tables 3 and 4 and Figure 5).
Gronert demonstrated for two different sets of reactants that
when the second charge of a twin-charge nucleophile is about
15 Å from the first, the transition structure energies are similar
to that of the monovalent nucleophile analog.27,28 However, we
found that SN2 reactions of M2+X- pairs show no dependence
on the presence of a second charge or on the distance between
the two cations or nucleophile type.

The switch from dominant E2 to the SN2 pathways on going
from F- to Cl-, Br-, and I- is also consistent with several sets
of published results that show that first row anions promote
elimination and second row anions promote substitution in gas-
phase reactions. For example, F- tends to promote E2 elimina-
tions with ethyl chloride and PH2

-, which has the same gas-
phase basicity, and has a lower SN2 than E2 transition barrier.62

Similarly, alkoxide and alkylthiolate nucleophiles of the same
gas-phase basicities promote E2 and SN2, respectively.31 Thus
the transition from SN2 to E2 for the halide ions might also be
associated with the increasing size and/or polarizability of the
electron cloud around the nucleophile, consistent with the

conclusion of Bickelhaupt et al. that for a given electrophile,
the electronic structure of the base determines the SN2/E2
selectivity.63

DFT calculations fail to agree with MS product yields in only
a few cases. The DFT calculations predict only SN2 products
for Cl-, but MS experiments show that only E2 products are
formed for spacer lengths 2 and 3 (Table 1). Also, the calculated
∆H‡ value for 1-4-12+F-predicts about 50:50 SN2/E2 (Figure
5) whereas experimentally only elimination is observed. These
differences in the MS and DFT results probably reflect the fact
that competitive product yields depend on ∆G‡ for the entire
ensemble of ion pairs reacting in the gas-phase and that
individual DFT calculations do not allow for estimates of ∆S‡

and ∆H‡ for the ensemble of reacting M2+X- pairs (see below).
E2 and SN2 Ground and Transition Structures. Figure 6

shows the calculated ground and competitively formed transition
structures for the SN2 and E2 (syn and anti) pathways for 1-3-
12+Cl- and are representative of all the 1-n-12+X- pairs (n )
2-4, X- ) F-, Cl-, Br-, I-) and their reactions summarized
in Scheme 4. Considerable intramolecular motion is required
to overcome the strong binding energies of the ion pairs (Table
2) between the Cl- and the trimethylamine groups to attain the
calculated transition structure geometries for elimination and
substitution. In the ground structure, the anion is nested in an
environment composed of hydrocarbon-like methyls and me-
thylenes, and it is flanked by two positive charges dispersed
over the methyl and R-methylene groups. The transition
structures are considerably more open with one of the am-
monium groups rotated away from the anion.

E2 Reactions, Dependence of Ground and Transition
Structures on Anion Basicity and Spacer Length. The E2
reaction requires near simultaneous cleavage of the C-N and
C-H bonds and the formation of H-X and CdC bonds.
Table 5 (A and B) lists selected calculated geometric
parameters for the syn- and anti-E2 transition structures with
increasing spacer length and varying halide ion type. The
changes in C · · ·N, C · · ·H, and H · · ·X transition structure

Figure 6. Ground state and transition structures for SN2 and E2 reactions of the 1-3-12+Cl- pair. Protons on some N-methyl groups in the transition
structures have been deleted for clarity.
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bond lengths on going from F- to I- are generally significant,
and with some exceptions both C · · ·N and H · · ·X bond
lengths increase. However, the C · · ·H bond lengths and
dihedral bond angles (NCCH) are variable with no simple
correlations with X- type, both for anti-E2 (Table 5A) and
syn-E2 (Table 5B) pathways. The changes in bond lengths
and dihedral angles with increasing spacer length in the
transition structures are modest for both syn- and anti-E2
reactions. On the other hand, the dependence of H · · ·X bond
lengths on X- basicity and spacer length are highly consistent
with ∆H‡ changes within a given spacer length series, that
is, stronger bases lead to shorter C · · ·H distances and lower
∆H‡ values. The possibility of elimination proceeding via
an E1cb (elimination, unimolecular, conjugate base) mech-
anism38 was ruled out for the most likely candidate,1-2-12+F-,
on the basis of intrinsic reaction coordinate computations
leaving syn-E2 elimination as the most likely pathway (Table
3). These results showed that C-H bond cleavage is
accompanied by simultaneous lengthening of the C-N bond
(Table 5) and CdC bond formation.64

SN2 Reactions, Dependence of Ground and Transition
Structures on Anion Basicity and Spacer Length. Table 5C
summarizes the transition structures in the SN2 reactions, Figure
6. The changes in the X · · ·C · · ·NR bond angles and C · · ·NR3

bond lengths are both modest with increasing spacer length and
halide ion type. The X · · ·C bond lengths are also virtually
independent of spacer length, but increase by almost one Å on
going down the table from F- to I-.

Table 6 summarizes the DFT calculated nucleophile, X-

(X)sleaving group, N(CH3)3 (N) distances, (X · · ·N), distances
for the bolaform ion pairs, M2+X-, for the ground and
transition structures. Note that the X · · ·N as well as the
X · · ·C distances increase about 1 Å with anion size on going
from F- to I- and vary only slightly with spacer length. The
difference, ∆, between the ground, G, and transition, T,
structures X · · ·N atom distances reflects the change in the
strength of the electrostatic interaction between the anionic
nucleophile and cationic headgroup. ∆ decreases slightly with
X- size, but is approximately constant (average value of 0.55
( 8% for all X- and spacer lengths), consistent with the

TABLE 5: Selected Geometric Parameters for Gas-Phase Reactions of M2+X-: (A) anti-E2; (B) syn-E2; and (C) SN2

(A) X-

n ) 2 n ) 3 n ) 4

C · · ·N C · · ·H H · · ·X NCCH C · · ·N C · · ·H H · · ·X NCCH C · · ·N C · · ·H H · · ·X NCCH

F- 1.611 1.400 1.329 170.7° 1.627 1.425 1.127 157.5° 1.858 1.469 1.109 176.5°
Cl- 1.853 1.586 1.458 167.2° 1.842 1.739 1.403 153.3° 2.131 1.491 1.531 176.2°
Br- 2.086 1.555 1.653 162.9° 2.077 1.706 1.608 156.1° 2.388 1.529 1.689 176.1°
I- 2.076 1.551 1.847 161.8° 2.000 1.747 1.785 152.5° 2.404 1.528 1.876 174.2°

(B) X-

n ) 2 n ) 3 n ) 4

C · · ·N C · · ·H H · · ·X NCCH C · · ·N C · · ·H H · · ·X NCCH C · · ·N C · · ·H H · · ·X NCCH

F- 2.006 1.731 0.992 2.83° 1.980 1.670 1.011 11.0° 2.026 1.523 1.070 7.11°
Cl- 2.011 1.742 1.395 6.88° 1.800 2.034 1.334 4.17° 2.324 1.436 1.551 3.95°
Br- 2.323 1.542 1.653 8.79° 2.089 1.648 1.617 5.70° 2.602 1.428 1.737 3.15°
I- 2.355 1.506 1.865 8.67° 2.470 1.469 1.911 18.2° 2.639 1.422 1.926 4.35°

(C) X-

n ) 2 n ) 3 n ) 4

X · · ·C C · · ·NR3 X · · ·C · · ·NR X · · ·C C · · ·NR3 X · · ·C · · ·NR X · · ·C C · · ·NR3 X · · ·C · · ·NR

F- 1.992 1.878 163.5° 1.972 1.949 165.2° 1.959 1.995 165.0°
Cl- 2.460 2.006 158.1° 2.428 2.065 161.7° 2.428 2.122 157.5°
Br- 2.652 2.024 155.8° 2.609 2.089 160.6° 2.584 2.151 159.6°
I- 2.894 2.023 153.1° 2.838 2.091 159.0° 2.824 2.149 155.8°

TABLE 6: Distances (Å) between the Nucleophiles, X-, and the Leaving Group, N (-N(Me)3), in the Ground and Transition
Structures of the SN2 Reactions and Their Difference, ∆a

A

n ) 2 n ) 3 n ) 4

Gb Tb Gb Tb Gb Tb

X- X · · ·N X · · ·N ∆ X · · ·N X · · ·N ∆ X · · ·N X · · ·N ∆

F- 3.28 3.83 0.55 3.27 3.89 0.62 3.26 3.92 0.66
Cl- 3.90 4.39 0.49 3.88 4.44 0.56 3.89 4.47 0.58
Br- 4.11 4.57 0.46 4.07 4.63 0.56 4.05 4.66 0.61
I- 4.36 4.79 0.43 4.29 4.85 0.56 4.26 4.86 0.40

average ∆ ) 0.48 ( 8% average ∆ ) 0.58 ( 5% average ∆ ) 0.59 ( 12%

B Gb Tb

X- X · · ·N X · · ·N ∆

F- 2.97 3.90 0.93
Cl- 3.61 4.42 0.81
Br- 3.84 4.59 0.75

I- 4.09 4.82 0.73
average ∆ ) 0.81 ( 9%

C 4.06 4.74 0.68

a (A) SN2 reactions of M2+X-; (B) SN2 reactions of M+X- on methylene; and (C) SN2 reactions of M+X- on methyl. b G ) ground
structure, and T ) transition structure.
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almost constant calculated values of ∆H‡. The same trend is
observed for the monovalent cation, M+X-, Table 6B, except
that the values of ∆ are a little larger. Taken together, these
results suggest that in these SN2 reactions, the increase in
X- size and change in polarization must have similar effects
on ground and transition structure energies such that ∆H‡

remains approximately constant.
Entropic Contributions in Competing SN2 and E2 Reac-

tions and in Competing SN2 Reactions at Methylene and
Methyl. A complete quantitative interpretation of factors
controlling the ∆G‡ values for the structure-reactivity relation-
ships for the competitive gas-phase fragmentations requires both
T∆S‡ and ∆H‡ values for the ensemble of reacting M2+X- pairs.
Obtaining these thermodynamic values is beyond the scope of
this work, although consideration of entropic factors for the
ensemble of reacting M2+X- pairs may provide a reasonable
bridge between the differences in MS product distributions and
the single structure complex calculations by DFT and also a
reasonable explanation for the increase in substitution at methyl
as the spacer length increases (see Supporting Information).

Conclusions

Dicationic-monoanion pairs, M2+X-, formed from hexade-
cyldiyl-R,ω-bis(dimethylalkylammonium) dianion surfactants
(“gemini”, 16-n-162+X-) provide unique systems for studying
competitive SN2 and E2 reactions in the gas-phase. Our
combined MS and DFT results provide new insight into the
factors controlling competitive SN2 and E2 reactions. All the
M2+X- pairs investigated, except some F- pairs, are stable in
the ion trap of spectrometer, consistent with DFT computations
of the bolaform analogs that show that M2+X- pairs are
extremely stable in the gas phase. Products from collision
induced intramolecular fragmentations in the mass spectrometer
show that SN2 substitution at the R-methylene and nitrogen
methyl competes with E2 elimination at the �-C-H bond.
Several trends are observed. As the anions (X- ) F-, Cl-,
CF3CO2

-, NO3
-, Br-, I-, and PF6

-) become less basic and as
the spacer length increases (n ) 2, 3, 4, and 6), the major
product shifts from E2 toward SN2 with the exceptions of PF6

-

and F–, which always gives elimination. As the spacer length
increases, the major product from SN2 reaction shifts from
reaction at R-methylene in the spacer to methyl on the
ammonium nitrogen.

DFT calculated enthalpies of activation, ∆H‡, for reaction
of dication-monoanion, M2+X-, pairs and enthalpies of pair
formation, ∆H, for the bolaform salts, bis(trimethyl)-R,ω-
alkanediammonium halide pairs (X- ) F-, Cl-, Br-, I-) and
spacer lengths (n ) 2, 3, and 4) provide a qualitative rationale
for the MS results with the gemini surfactants. ∆H‡ values for
the SN2 reaction are virtually independent of X- type and spacer
length, but ∆H‡ values for the E2 reaction increase significantly
with decreasing X- basicity and increase modestly with spacer
length, which is consistent with an increase in �-C-H bond
strength in the elimination reaction because the stabilizing
positive charge of the second ammonium group moves further
from breaking C-H bond. Additional DFT calculations on
model monocation salts, ethyltrimethylammonium halides, show
that the trends in ∆H‡ values of SN2 and E2 reactions are only
modestly affected by the presence of the second charge on the
bolaform ion pairs.

The trend in ∆H for M2+X- pair formation (most stable when
X- ) F- to least stable when X- ) I-) is the reverse of that
normally observed for specific ion effects on the properties of
cationic surfactants in aqueous solution. Future studies of

microhydration effects on the specific counterion effects on the
gas-phase properties of gemini surfactants should provide new
insight into the importance of headgroup hydration on the
specific ion interactions controlling the stabilities of surfactant
micelles. Measurement of the temperature dependence of the
rate constants for fragmentation of these ion pairs should provide
important information on the activation free energies, enthalpies,
and entropies of these reactions.
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